
Transcript of ‘The True Cost of the Covid Lockdown’ Podcast (Vox Pop Multiple Interview) 

Timing Structure 

0 - 41 Opening Audio 

‘Touch the Light’ by Audiocalm licensed from Melody Loops LP #42981375428. 

5 - 16 Introductory Dialogue I 

Welcome to the Revealing Perspectives podcast, created to uncover, expose or to 
share a powerful truth with you each week.  My name is Sharon Ann Rowland and 
I’m your host. 

15 - 21 Transition 

‘Touch the Light’ by Audiocalm licensed from Melody Loops LP #42981375428. 

17 - 52 Introductory Dialogue II 

On today’s podcast we will be discussing in a roundtable environment the 
contagious disease known as Covid-19 and how each of our guests and their local 
communities have been affected on a personal level by government restrictions. 
On our roundtable today we’ll be speaking with Brisbane Entrepreneur, Will 
Hamilton; founder, chairman and member of the Federal Executive of the 
Australian Federation Party, Rob Newitt; Doug Anderson, a retired US medical 
professional; and Barbara Jean Lyndsey, the Cosmic Oracle.  
Let’s begin. 

51 - 57 Transition 

‘Touch the Light’ by Audiocalm licensed from Melody Loops LP #42981375428. 

15 – 258 Dialogue body 

Host Doug, on a personal level how has the disease outbreak affected you on a day-to-
day basis? 

Doug [Depressing music] Around here, they’ve closed down a lot of our businesses, so 
small business operators and employers are at home… and that’s new for them. 

Host Yes 

Doug For me, I’m retired… I can do whatever I want. 

Host What about you Will, what have you experienced? 

Will I like to go to the parks, like the mountains, like Mount Glorious which is not that far 
from where I live and just go for a walk in the forest.  Apparently now even that’s 
been banned, and they’ve shut all the parks down.  So that disappoints me as I think 
getting sunlight and getting fresh air and nature is a good way to keep your immune 
system robust. 

Host Rob, how have you been doing in Tassie? 

Rob We’re still permitted to go hunting and shooting if we want.  National parks have 
been shut to people… this area is heavily reliant of tourism.  Having no one coming 
into the state, basically zero flights coming in, it’s really, really impacted on our local 
smaller communities that would have these people travelling through and for the 
people with the caravans and the mobile home people that come across on ‘the 
Spirit’.  It’s impacting on those communities you know quite a bit. 
You are only allowed two tins; now I found this quite funny.  I got two cartons of 
long-life milk and some powdered milk and when I went to the checkout at 
Woolworths they said, “I can’t have three of those”, and I said, “I don’t have three of 
those, I’ve only got two of the long life milk in a carton, and I’ve got one packet of 
powdered milk”.  “Oh no, that’s two milk products, you can’t have two of them.” 



Timing Structure 
So, I’m thinking this is really ‘Food Rationing’.  The impact that it’s having on our 
society that I don’t like is its having shop keepers, staff at Woolworths, people who 
generally pack shelves or who serve on the checkouts, doing customer service.  They 
are having these people, who are now becoming pseudo-Police because they are 
checking to see if your social security card before they let you into the shop.  This is 
not their role… it’s changing our society. [Background supermarket sound effects]

Host Barbara and Doug, considering the number of people still flocking to social 
gatherings, how unrealistic is social distancing in 2020 for certain age groups? 

Barbara In the beginning of March there was much more younger people together and not 
understanding what was going on… actually they are getting it, and do want to do, 
what’s best for themselves and for their friends and for their communities, for the 
most part.  I have hope in them, and mainly because they have more of a global 
perspective. 

Doug We had to close the beaches here, the beach strands have been closed because the 
huge gatherings on the beach, because the weather is warm here now.  They closed 
the strands but then what happened was, that there is an island beach strand just 
right offshore here and everybody is taking their boats there and docking them and 
there are literally hundreds of people on this little island. [Background beach sounds]

Host Wow (laughs) 

Doug Yeah.  So, they’re just looking for ways to get around and the roles and regulations. 

258 - 266 Transition 

‘Touch the Light’ by Audiocalm licensed from Melody Loops LP #42981375428. 

260 - 254 Ending Dialogue 

Host Well, that’s all for the weekly Revealing Perspectives podcast today.  Thanks for 
listening and remember, if you want to support what we do then share, subscribe 
and leave a positive review on SoundCloud for the Revealing Perspectives weekly 
podcast.  
My columnists and I look forward to informing and to entertaining you more next 
Monday.   
If you can’t wait until then go to www.Revealing-Perspectives.com and checkout our 
daily blog articles and polls. 

275 - 300 Ending Audio 

‘Touch the Light’ by Audiocalm licensed from Melody Loops LP #42981375428. 

http://www.revealing-perspectives.com/



